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TRIATHLON  
DE LA MODE  
ÉTHIQUE
2021-2024
FOR THE PARIS
2024 OLYMPIC 
AND PARALYMPIC 
GA MES

For the Paris 2024 Olympic and Paralympic 
Games, Universal Love is organizing a contest 
entitled

the "Ethical Fashion Triathlon", 
sponsored by the Ministry of National 
Education and the Ministry of Youth, and 
in partnership with the French Agency for 
Ecological Transition (ADEME) and the 
Cultural Olympiad Paris 2024, from 2021 to 
2024.
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By emitting more than 4 billion tons of CO2 
per year, the fashion, textile and footwear 
industry is one of the most polluting. Its 
impact is bigger than international flights 
and maritime traffic combined. More than 100 
billion pieces of clothing are sold each year 
worldwide. A certain number of raw materials 
are becoming scarce and the waste is too 
invasive. 

Worldwide, the equivalent of a garbage truck 
full of clothes is burned or dumped in a landfill 
every second. Sports textiles (which represent 
around 40% of all French textiles) are no 
exception to this observation. Sportswear is 
generally made of polyester or nylon (plastic 
materials). With each washing cycle of a 
synthetic garment, plastic microparticles, too 
thin to be altered, are released into the oceans.

The best-known brands, such as those 
of young designers, must adapt to the 
application of the “anti-waste and circular 
economy” French law (AGEC law), which now 
prohibits the destruction of unsold items, 
particularly in the clothing sector. The Ethical 
Fashion Triathlon wishes to pave the way for 
an alternative and sustainable vision of sports 
textiles.

 � LET'S REINVENT FASHION AND 
DESIGN WITH THE CIRCULAR ECO-
NOMY! 

  

 � LET’S CONSUME LESS RAW MATE-
RIALS THROUGH RECYCLING !  

 

 � LET'S BE CREATIVE AND RE-USE 
WASTE ! 

NUMBERS 



OBJECTIVES  � RAISE AWARENESS ABOUT ETHICAL FASHION 
AND SPORT-RELATED RECYCLING

� PROMOTE CIRCULAR ECONOMY KNOW-HOW 
AND INNOVATIONS IN THE FIELD OF FASHION 
AND SPORT 

�  THINK ABOUT REUSE, ECO-DESIGN, DEVELOP 
KNOW-HOW AROUND RECYCLING

�  THE THREE DIMENSIONS OF ETHICAL 
FASHION ARE HIGHLIGHTED: RESPECT FOR 
THE ENVIRONMENT (WATER/WASTE/REUSE), 
SOLIDARITY AND LOCAL TEXTILE KNOW-HOW

—
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22—23 NOVEMBRE 2022
9H30—17H00  9H30—17H00  9H30—17H00  9H30—17H00

@TRIATHLONDELAMODEETHIQUE @UNIVERSAL_LOVE_MODE
@UNIVERSAL_LOVE_MODE @TRIATHLONDELAMODEETHIQUE 

ESPACE CULTUREL ALBERT CAMUS →→→  CONFÉRENCES 
ATELIERS ←←← LYCÉE DES MÉTIERS DE LA MODE A. TESTUD

CONFÉRENCES  ATELIERS  EXPOSITION  CONCOURS  LANCEMENT
CONCOURS  LANCEMENT  ATELIERS  EXPOSITION CONFÉRENCES      

1ST ROUND 2ND ROUND

- ÎLE-DE-FRANCE REGION - - AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES REGION -



� 1ST AND 2ND ROUND OF THE ETHICAL 
FASHION TRIATHLON : CONTEST FOR 
FASHION, DESIGN AND ART FRENCH 
STUDENTS, 2021-2023 

The Ethical Fashion Triathlon is a contest 
whose challenge is to create a Piece of art to 
wear, a Parure, from clothing and any object, 
cover, tarpaulin, kakemono, shoe, flag, bag 
etc. related to sport. These clothes or sports-
related objects may come from local recycling 
centers, from partner sports brands or from 
the COJOP2024. 

Between the end of November 2021 and June 
2023, we are launching the contest in different 
regions of France whose history is closely 
linked with the textile industry. During 2 days, 
workshops around up-cycling or overcycling 
are organized with local designers. We also 
organize conferences with sports brands 
committed to the circular economy. 

Following these two days, the students have 6 
months to produce a Parure with the material 
library made available to them. 

In each region, a jury selects 5 winners. Their 
creations and those made by international 
designers will be brought together at a major 
international exhibition Get ready, recycle!,  
during the Olympic and Paralympic Games in 
2024.

movie : https://youtu.be/EsV-q4AmPxk

 



� WORKSHOPS - WITH THE STUDENTS



PARURES REALISED DURING THE  WORSHOPSRESULTS 



 ACADÉMIE DU CLIMAT, PARIS, JUNE 2022AWARDS CEREMONY
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�  5 LAUREATES IN ÎLE-DE-FRANCE

-MARATHON FLORAL--ÉLÉGANCE SPORTIVE-

-ARMURE- -COLLIER GORGERIN-

- EMPIRE -



� 3RD ROUND OF THE ETHICAL 
FASHION TRIATHLON : INTERNATIONAL 
DESIGNERS CONTEST / EXHIBITION 
DURING THE OLYMPIC AND 
PARALYMPIC GAMES, PARIS 2024.

The competition is open to international 
designers whom we contact via our networks 
(Redress, Fashion Revolution…). They are 
selected for their work and come from 
different regions of the world (Africa, Arab 
States, Asia, Pacific, Europe, North America, 
Latin America, Caribbean). 
They have the same challenge : To make a 
Parure from sports materials and clothing at 
the end of their life with an aditionnal local 
crafts or artisanal knowhow.
A final exhibition during the Olympic and 
Paralympic Games will bring together all the 
international pieces with those of the winning 
students. The jury will select three big 
winners during this exhibition which will take 
place during Olympic and Paralympic games 
Paris 2024 in a partner location in the city.

 

© Antoine Guiloteau- Parures Sandrine Dole, Isabelle Springmühl Tejada, Léa Verdegeur

3RD ROUND
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PARURE
The Parures are exceptional pieces that 
combine the enhancement of traditional 
know-how from around the world with the 
inventiveness of haute couture. They must 
be made from upcycled materials such 
as fabrics, tarpaulins, kakemonos, flags, 
clothing, sneakers or any object related to 
sport. We leave it up to everyone to imagine 
an intermediate piece between clothing 
and accessory, which transforms what a 
person wears “everyday” to more elegant, 
without needing to buy another article of 
clothing.

On Parures. There are two kinds of parure; 
the first is holding the body in the greatest 

state of perfection possible for it; the second 
is using to the best advantage the clothes 

or ornaments elevated by necessity, whim 
or reason (...). Parure is not only the art of 

taking advantage of nature’s gifts, but also 
of endowing them with the charms of the 

imagination. 

Laclos, Éduc. Femmes, 1803

© Antoine Guiloteau- Parures Mona Luison
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 UNIVERSAL LOVE

Universal Love is a not-for-profit association 
founded in 1995. The aim of the association is 
to promote designers, most often of fashion, 
committed to a best practices approach:

☛ Respect for human life all along the 
manufacturing chain of clothing or product.
☛ Respect for the environment, use of 
materials that are natural or have minimum 
impact on the environment.
☛ Highlighting and defense of the world’s 
textile know-hows so they can be transmitted 
to future generations.

The association organizes events in France 
and abroad (salons, conferences, exhibits, 
fashion shows). In particular, it founded the 
Ethical Fashion Show, Change Fashion for 
the Climate during COP 21 in Paris, then in 
Marrakech for COP 22. 
It has designed pedagogical tools in 
partnership with ADEME, such as “The 
underside of my look: What impacts do my 
clothes have on the planet?” (exhibition and 

booklet).

 ISABELLE QUÉHÉ

Isabelle Quéhé – designer of the Ethical 
Fashion Triathlon, curator and artistic 
directress of the exhibits, launched and 
organized the first salon of ethical fashion in 
France, the Ethical Fashion Show, in 2004. 

Still motivated by free and ethical fashion, 
she is now engaged on an international level 
to promote centuries-old know-hows and 
combine them with avant-garde creativity. 
She coordinated the Fashion Revolution 
movement in France

www.universallove.fr
@universal_love_mode
@triathlondelamodeethique

Isabelle Quéhé
+33 6 10 80 70 59
isabelle@universallove.fr
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APPENDIX 
DESIGNERS ALREADY ENGAGED

@maison.mourcel

MAISON
MOURCEL

FREAKY 
REWORK

@reworkparis

MONA 
LUISON

@monaluison

DELPHINE 
DÉNÉRÉAZ

@delphine.denereaz
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www.universallove.fr
@universal_love_mode

@triathlondelamodeethique

Isabelle Quéhé
+33 6 10 80 70 59

isabelle@universallove.fr

Valentine Lévy
valentine@universallove.fr

 UNIVERSAL LOVE


